
-----Original Message-----
From: 3 Ferngil@aol.com [UpscaLoop] <UpscaLoop@yahoogroups.com>
To: UpscaLoop <UpscaLoop@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Thu, May 19, 2016 7:13 am
Subject: Re: [UpscaLoop] Fw: the math of alleged cheating

Bert, what I saw on FB was a snap shot of such a tabulation that showed Escudero's count going down with each new 
count lower than the previous.  I will try to retrieve that image and send to you, but in all fairness, FB postings are rife 

with strong opinions from all sorts of characters who could doctor things.

However, all this Smartmatic/PCOS/Comelec fracas is not new. In the last election, there were those 60/30/10% discus-
sions where all the winning candidates everywhere followed 60% for the administration, 30% for the opposition and 10% 
for the independents. Statistically impossible. Comelec head Brillantes was in the center of it all, though he has retired 
allegedly a very rich man. Now the present guy is Bautista. 

Cheers to all.
Danny

-----Original Message-----
From: bertop@aol.com [UpscaLoop] <UpscaLoop@yahoogroups.com>

To: UpscaLoop <UpscaLoop@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Thu, May 19, 2016 6:37 am
Subject: Re: [UpscaLoop] Fw: the math of alleged cheating

Danny, when you say Escudero's count started going down, did you mean the following count is lower than the 
previous count, or simply the increase was not as fast as the other two?

Bert P

Here is the snapshot lifted off FB. Lower count was on 4:40 AM May 10. Upper count was on 5:30 AM May 10.
Num 1 is Robredo, 2 is Marcos, 3 is Cayetano, 4 is Escudero. From the beginning, this order has been seesawing.
Amazing how Escudero's vote went down. Negative votes? I don't know any of those people exchanging comments. 
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Here below is another screen shot I got from FB.  I don't know if it has any connection to the picture above, but it 
obviously alludes to cheating. There was no further explanation that I could follow up on.

I find it tiring and a waste of time to read FB postings, especially on politics. Many of them are rants. 
But sometimes, there are amusing postings.  The picture inset below comes from some nerd whose posting I 
reproduce on the next 1-1/2 pages. Couln't even get his name.

I must state that I am not for BBM, but am just reporting what I see about the cheating controversy.

Danny Gil,           19 May 2016



How did COMELEak achieve the magic trick? Here's how! #Election2016  

They launched a code inside COMELEAK CENTRAL triggered approximately around 
10:00PM or earlier on May 9, 2016 whose instructions are to SWAP THE VOTING 
CHANNELS between ROXAS and POE and between BBM and ROBREDO. 

WHAT IS THE EFFECT YOU ASK? 
All succeeding votes of Poe will go to Roxas and vice versa. Then all succeeding votes of 
BBM will go to Robredo and vice versa. That is the reason why Poe and Roxas' numbers 
got swapped around 10:10PM since they are so close with a 1% margin of difference and 
Roxas keeps climbing in percentages in a very unnatural way. 

On the other hand it took until 4:40AM in the morning for Robredo to finally catch up 
with BBM even with the manipulated numbers (their votes got SWAPPED at this point in 
time) because she is far behind in percentages, but it is very clear in the graphs that she 
climbed too fast starting @ the exact same time that Roxas did then plateaued until it 
reached a singularity. 

When you manipulate data this way, a SINGULARITY happens which means that the 
numbers CONVERGE at a certain point in time to EQUALIZE THE EFFECT OF THE 
NEW CODE that is run by the VCM resulting in AN INFLUX OF VOTES IN ONE and 
a DRASTIC REDUCTION IN THE OTHER a.k.a. DIGITAL DAGDAG BAWAS, then 
proceeds to maintain the new trend after the singularity. If the cheating wasn't done on 
the VCM clients, it was done on the server, it's either one or a combination of the two. 

NOTE: In a CLEAN election, the vote PERCENTAGES SHOULD HAVE VERY 
SMALL or NEGLIGIBLE DEVIATIONS starting from as little as 5% of total votes 
submitted onwards (that is 2.1 Million votes and is 546 times more in volume than 
SWS/PULSE ASIA SURVEY sampling) which means that at 5% of votes submitted, we 
can already see and forecast the winner because these numbers is an AGGREGATE 
FROM THE MEAN AVERAGES FROM RANDOM CLUSTERS NATIONWIDE 
which means THEY ARE AN ACCURATE REPRESENTATION OF THE WHOLE. 

BEFORE THIS, EVERYONE IN THE PRES and VP RACE MAINTAINED THEIR 
PERCENTAGES FOR 4 LONG HOURS FROM 6:00PM-10:00PM THEN THIS 
STATISTICAL ABBERATION HAPPENED in a JUST A MATTER OF MINUTES! 

ENTER THE MODUS OPERANDI - CHANGE THE CODE IN THE SERVER and 
EVERYTHING GOES HAYWIRE! PERCENTAGES CLIMB/DROP IN ARTIFICIAL 
FASHION and SINGULARITIES HAPPEN! THIS IS A CLEAR RED FLAG FOR 
STATISTICIANS THAT SOMETHING IS VERY WRONG. 

HOW DO I KNOW THIS? 
I'm a programmer and statistician, I graduated in AMA and I know how these things 
(VCMs) can be made to process data in a certain way with just a simple change in code 
or instruction in the server. 
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SHOULD YOU BE WORRIED? 
That is for you to decide. If you are a concerned citizen, please share and tag your 
friends. I DID NOT VOTE FOR BBM, but I just want the truth to prevail. In the current 
state of things, BBM HAS VIRTUALLY ZERO CHANCE TO WIN A RACE RIGGED 
AGAINST HIM. 

#RecountVP is in order. 

REMEMBER, IT IS OUR RIGHT TO HAVE A CLEAN AND HONEST ELECTIONS. 

P.S. 
I challenge COMELEAK to FILE A CASE AGAINST ME IF YOU CAN PROVE MY 
THEORY WRONG! GROW A SPINE, GET OUT OF YOUR HIDING PLACES YOU 
YELLOW BASTARDS AND GIVE US WHAT WE WANT! A VP/Senatorial 
RECOUNT - IN MANUAL MODE! 

THIS IS VOX POPULI, VOX DEI God damn it. 

                   (Unknown author) 

####################################################################### 

What amuses me even more are some of the rejoinders of my friends, after my earlier 
posts on politics, especially my preference for Duterte and my objection to Roxas and 
especially Penoy, which I posted early on. 
 
I still find this VP race most relevant because Duterte is old and anything can happen to 
him, and here I am very ambivalent. If BBM becomes VP, he is one step closer to 
bringing back the Marcos legacy. On the other hand, Robredo may bring back the Penoy 
legacy.  Hopefully not, though.  
 
One pro-Duterte friend  thought I had a very fertile mind about this succession.  Another 
thought Duterte should shoot Penoy at the Luneta.  Still another was all praises for Penoy 
as the best president, and yet another early on, said he was a genius. Another admonished 
that either VP might assassinate Duterte to accelerate the process. 
 
I laugh at all of these as amusing and titillating opinions that certainly should not be taken 
as inflammatory.  Among friends, we can agree to disagree pleasantly. (On the other 
extreme, I have a friend who often posts his exchanges with his cyber groups, many of 
whom are avowed enemies, and they insult each other like anything. Most entertaining 
and informative, too). 
 
So allow me to add on a few more rant snippets from FB, and take it from there. I could 
add more but that would be information overload. You can then see where I am coming 
from. 
                                                                                                                  Danny Gil 
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